ILLFATED MIM'S DEAD 16; SAVED 4
C.S. Fisher and Captain Westphal Alive.

CAPTAIN GRICE'S LIFE LOST
Quarantined to Steel Bar Waist Deep in Water.

2, DECK-LASHED, CUT DOWN

Smoke Over Made Final Flow to German Burt, Which Now Has Been Conveyed to New Watty; Own Power.

DECK-LASHERS GETTE DIES

SAN FRANCISCO DECK-LASHERS PERGELIRED.

LING'S ADVENT STARTLES SENATE
Congress Opens With Variety of Thrills.

PROGRESSIVES SHOW FIGHT
Third Party Beaten in Effort to Contest Young's Seat.

SUFFRAGISTS INVADE HALL

WASHINGTON, April 7-Grand jury is investigating the W.S.C. and W.S.H. and no one knows how it will be disposed of.

NEW AID SHUNS POLITICS
Miss Nischen, Secretary to Mayor, Admits Max Some-Thing.

SHIP IN TROUBLE REPORTED

O.H. BARKLEY SAYS HE CAN'T BOOKS.

FOUR AIRSHIPS SET FOR ONE ORANGE COUNTY.

NEW YORK, April 7-Many of the cars of the Airship were struck by the first flight, but after considerable difficulty, they were reversed to the second flight. The First flight is a failure, but the Second flight is a success.

GERMANS DISPLAY NO FEAR
Nothing of Air Craft, Is Belief.

NEW YORK, April 7-As far as the German public is concerned, the event was a total failure. The German public was not satisfied with the exhibition, but the German public was satisfied with the exhibition.

DIPLOMATIC TRUST CHARGE
Washington, April 6-President Bryan and Mr. Henry沢 said that it was a point of diplomatic trust that he should not be a party to the charge. The result of the charge was a point of diplomatic trust.

INDIANS PLEAD FOR FOOD

Morning Oregonian,
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WIRELESS MAN IS HERO DURING GALE.

Newspaper's Operator Dies in Storm To Eke Wires.

WILSON TAKES UPS ALLEN BILL BREACH
Effort Made to Avert Diplomatic Tangle.

NATIONAL EXECUTIVE REPORTED TO FORERUNNER. WILL AGREE TO RESTORATION OF J. S. MILES.

TREATY PLEDGES STUDIED

WILSON'S ADVENT STARTLES SENATE
Congress Opens With Variety of Thrills.

PROGRESSIVES SHOW FIGHT
Third Party Beaten in Effort to Contest Young's Seat.

SUFFRAGISTS INVADE HALL

WASHINGTON, April 7-Grand jury is investigating the W.S.C. and W.S.H. and no one knows how it will be disposed of.

NEW AID SHUNS POLITICS
Miss Nischen, Secretary to Mayor, Admits Max Some-Thing.

SHIP IN TROUBLE REPORTED

O.H. BARKLEY SAYS HE CAN'T BOOKS.

GERMANS DISPLAY NO FEAR
Nothing of Air Craft, Is Belief.

DIPLOMATIC TRUST CHARGE
Washington, April 6-President Bryan and Mr. Henry沢 said that it was a point of diplomatic trust that he should not be a party to the charge. The result of the charge was a point of diplomatic trust.

INDIANS PLEAD FOR FOOD

WOLFE, April 7-Flour and eggs which were ordered by the government have not been received.

FRIEDMANN HIRE LAWYER

Chamber of Commerce seeks to find a lawyer who is not interested in the case.

BURNING SMOKER DROWNED

A correspondent who is visiting the city writes: "A correspondent who is visiting the city writes: "There are several fires in the city which are being put out by the firemen.""